Entry form for **VCSU Composition Contest** (DUE APRIL 27, 2005)
This information may be emailed to Dr. Sara Hagen at
sara.hagen@vcsu.edu or mailed to 101 College St. SW, Valley City, ND 58072

Name________________________________________

School_______________________________________

Grade in School________________________________

Teacher______________________________________

Name of Composition____________________________

Instrumentation of Composition____________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

more if needed...

Is piece intended for “live performance”____or recorded____?

What requirements are needed for presentation of the piece?

Description of piece for program notes:

Type of recording sent with this entry:
CD____ cassette____ video____ computer file____ (type_______)

Composer bio-100 word limit: (short description of composer’s background,
other works, philosophies of composition, intentions of future, etc.)